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Press Release

GearEngineer Software Now Supports 

Herringbone Gears

Braunschweig, September 10, 2018

GWJ Technology  GmbH from Braunschweig,  Germany,  one  of

significant  suppliers  of  calculation  software  for  gears  and

gearboxes,  has announced a new version for its GearEngineer

software.

GearEngineer  is  a  special  software  program  designed  for

calculating the real 3D tooth form in addition to the dimensioning

and load capacity of cylindrical and bevel gears.

GearEngineer  calculates  the  gear  tooth  form  based  on  a

mathematical simulation of the manufacturing process analogous

to  traditional  manufacturing  on  gear  cutting  machines.  This

geometry provides the perfect basis to manufacture cylindrical and

bevel gears in conjunction with multi-axis machining centers. The

new version  is  introduced  for  the  first  time  at  AMB 2018 (Hall

2/A39)  to  a  wide  audience  and  comes  with  a  number  of  new

functions. All calculation modules now include two unit systems:

the metric system and the U.S. customary unit system. The user

can quickly switch between the units. Gear qualities according to

ISO 1328  and  ANSI/AGMA 2015  for  cylindrical  gears  are  now

integrated.  In  addition  to  the  load  capacity  calculation  in

accordance  with  DIN  3990  and  ISO  6336  Method  B,  the

ANSI/AGMA 2101 standard was also added.

The  user  can  work  with  a  tip  radius  instead  of  the  addendum

chamfer for cylindrical gears. The definition of basic rack profiles

for external cylindrical gear pairs was supplemented by the semi

topping flank and topping. Using the definition of the semi topping

flank,  the  corresponding hobs can  then  be  specified,  and they

generate  an  addendum  chamfer  or  tip  relief  during  the  gear

hobbing process.
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The  calculation  of  the  3D gear  tooth  form of  true  herringbone

gears  is  the  highlight  of  the  new  GearEngineer  version.  True

herringbone gears are two connected helical gears but they do not

have a gap separating the two helical faces. There is a rounded

connection between the two halves.

The tooth geometry including the rounding process of herringbone

gears is very complex but can be calculated and generated by

using GearEngineer. The complete flank and root  geometry can

now  be  created  automatically  for  the  manufacturing  of

herringbone gears and used for further CAM programming. This

opens  completely  new  perspectives  for  the  manufacturing  of

herringbone gears on multi-axis machine centers instead of using

obsolete Sykes  machines.  Whereas,  previously  soft  machining

was usual, today it is possible to use the hard machining process

for manufacturing herringbone gears.

Visit www.gwj.de for more information or contact GWJ at +49 (0)

531 1293990 or send an email to info@gwj.de. Meet us at AMB

2018, Stand A39 in Hall 2.

(Number of Characters: 2667)

About GWJ Technology

Focusing on mechanical engineering, GWJ Technology, a leading engineering
company with its headquarter in Braunschweig, Germany, stands for high quality
products and innovative software development. With keen insight, high energy
and  an  enthusiastic  team  of  engineers,  we  put  our  utmost  efforts,  skills,
knowledge  and  passion  into  our  work  to  achieve  top  quality  products.  Our
portfolio includes the development of standard calculation software for machine
elements, such as shafts, rolling bearings, cylindrical gears, bevel gears, etc. To
increase the efficiency in the design process and to combine calculation and
CAD,  we  provide  CAD plugins  for  various  3D  CAD systems.  Our  software
solutions are designed with a sleek user interface, making it easier than ever to
design  or  re-calculate  machine  elements.  Additionally,  we  have  geared  our
company to offer a special software application for the determination of real 3D
tooth form geometries of complex gears. The tooth form is the basis for a 3D
model to manufacture gears in conjunction with multi-axis machining centers.
The software opens completely new possibilities for engineering.

Contact:
Mr Gunther Weser, GWJ Technology GmbH
Tel.: 0531 129 399-0, Fax: 0531 129 399-29
Email: g.weser@gwj.de, Web: www.gwj.de
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Figure 1 (GWJ_GearEngineer_NewRelease-en): 
Herringbone gear was created using GearEngineer
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